
Complete the sentences with appropriate coordinating conjunctions. 

1) I love the Hawaiian Islands, I get to enjoy several water sports there.

2) Susan had not prepared for the test, she failed badly.

3) Is this answer right wrong?

5) I was not selected in the school band, was Mike.

6) My bicycle has a red seat black handles.

7) I arrived for the class on time, the coach was late.

The sailor faced a very rough sea, he continued to sail.9)

It is raining, let’s walk faster.8)

4) I had a bad headache, I enjoyed the party.

10) I visited the Ei!el Tower last summer, I know how magni"cent it is.

Example: Geometry seems easy to me not arithmetic.but

Coordinating conjunctions join words, phrases, and independent clauses.

The seven coordinating conjunctions are for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so. 
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Complete the sentences with appropriate coordinating conjunctions. 

1) I love the Hawaiian Islands, for I get to enjoy several water sports there.

2) Susan had not prepared for the test, she failed badly.so

3) Is this answer right or wrong?

5) I was not selected in the school band, nor was Mike.

6) My bicycle has a red seat and black handles.

7) I arrived for the class on time, but the coach was late.

The sailor faced a very rough sea, yet he continued to sail.9)

It is raining, so let’s walk faster.8)

4) I had a bad headache, yet I enjoyed the party.

10) I visited the Ei!el Tower last summer, so I know how magni"cent it is.

Example: Geometry seems easy to me not arithmetic.but

Coordinating conjunctions join words, phrases, and independent clauses.

The seven coordinating conjunctions are for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so. 
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